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Project achievement:
 
This project was to produce maps of the New Zealand Internet, and software so that the maps can be 
reproduced with new data at regular intervals. These maps can be as educational tools for conveying the 
structure and nature of the Internet within New Zealand, or for investigation of changes over time, including the 
impact of UFB and RBI or the deployment of IPv6.
 
Procedure and Tools:
The graphs are produced using Gephi. Gephi is an open-source graphing programme that allows you to edit 
nodes, run layout algorithms, recolour nodes, and group many nodes into a single node based on attributes of 
the nodes.
 
Scamper is software to conduct Internet measurement tasks to large numbers of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. 
Scamper finds traceroute data for a set of addresses created with APNIC whois data as well as alias data for all 
addresses in the traces. 
 
The addresses are extracted from the traces and submitted to Team Cymru's IP to ASN mapping service for ASN 
data.
 
The addresses are then processed to eliminate foreign nodes. This was done by checking the ASN data for any 
hop that had a response time of greater than 3500ms. If the AS name didnt meet a list of exceptions identifying 
nodes as being local, it was removed.
 
Then the traces were read in to a programme to convert them into a GEXF file. It also reads in the alias data, and 
selects aliases for a given router arbitrarily from the network that most aliases of that router belong to based on 
the AS data of the aliases.
 

 



 
A GEXF file is a type of XML graph file used by Gephi. In gephi the graphs were edited to include AS information 
that was missing from the Team Cymru data and to remove any remaining foreign nodes. Then they were 
recoloured based on their ASN data. The layout was produced using the Force Atlas 2 algorithm, with dissuade 
hubs used briefly to clarify the centre of the graph and some editing by hand. At this point the graph was 
exported as the device graph.
 
In Gephi the nodes were then grouped according to their AS names, and exported as a GEXF file (with the 
option “visible only” selected). This file was edited to remove edgeweights and to rescale the node sizes, 
this was necessary as Gephi’s sizing of the combined nodes caused the graphs to be unreadable. It was then 
reopened in Gephi and labels were added and the layout was modified with the Label Adjust algorithm. This was 
then exported as the network graph.
 
Software produced in this project:
 
sc_warts2graph
sc_warts2graph is written in c++ and takes warts files (the files produced by scamper) and produces graph files 
as well as useful text files.
It reads ASN data, scamper trace data and Alias data stores it into maps, and then exports it as a text file. It 
was written in C++ to allow it to read warts files directly, as well as use the “scamper_addr” structure to store 
address data, allowing it to potentially use IPv6 addresses. Though at the moment it doesn't allow that, as there 
is no IPv6 data.
There is a minor memory leak in this programme when the Alias data contains addresses not found in the trace 
data. There may also be another memory leak that I was unable to track down because I couldn’t isolate it from 
the first leak. As the programme stores all the data until it is ready to print, after which it closes, these are not 
significant concerns.
 
It can make GEXF; DOT; and LGL edgefiles, vertex colour files, and node colour files. The options for each of 
these are -G for gexf, -D for dot, -L for LGL edgefile, -V for LGL vertex colour files, -E for LGL edge colour files.
It will colour things according to an ASN file, in the format you get from team-cymru when you submit a bulk 
ip to ASN query. The option to include an ASN file is -A. It will also output the AS number and the name if the 
output is a gexf file. It will assume there is an ASN file if you are outputting a vertex colour file or an edge colour 
file.
 
To submit a bulk query to Team Cymru you need a file containing all the IPs in the traces, listed one per line, 
with "begin" as the first line and "end" as the last. To produce this, you can use the -I option, or this is the 
default. You need to use GNU netcat to submit this (not nc), instructions can be found on the Team Cymru 
website.
 
The option to include alias data is -a. Alias data needs to be in a file containing two ips each line, separated by a 
space, where both ips are an alias of the same router. If you have ASN and alias data, it will select the alias for 
a given node by picking an arbitrary reannz alias if it has one, or if not, arbitrarily from any of the ASes the node 
has equal most aliases from. If you have alias data and not ASN data, it picks an alias entirely arbitrarily. You can 
print the alias data with every alias of a router in a line with the -l option.
 
Usually when the programme runs, it ignores all unresponsive hops in the traces. If you want to include the 
unresponsive hops, then use the option -u. It will ignore consecutive unresponsive hops (IE if there is a line of 
three unresponsive hops in between two nodes, this will be represented as one unresponsive hop), it will ignore 
any unresponsive hop that is at the end of a trace, and it will assume any unresponsive hop between any two 
given nodes is the same node.
 
The file inputs to the programme go in the order: ASN file, alias file, warts files.

 



 
 
preprocess
 
preprocess is written in c++ and takes warts files and the ASN file received from Team Cymru and will delete any 
trace that ends in a hop that takes over 3500ms to respond unless its hostname is listed as an exception. The 
hostname information is taken from the ASN file and if it is missing in that file it will perform a lookup. It outputs 
information about the looks-up it performs as well as a warts file combining all the warts files inputs into one. 
The inputs go in the order ASN file, warts files. The output file for the warts file is hardcoded as "foo.warts".
 
sizefix.py
 
sizefix.py is written in python and edits the GEXF file outputted by gephi and resizes nodes and removes 
edgeweights. This is needed because the scale used by gephi when you group nodes is ridiculous, with Telecom 
being enormous and most nodes being so small they cannot be seen. 
 
Future Work:
The programmes need to be updated if they are going to be used with IPv6 data.

Research results:
 
The first graph shows connectivity between devices connected to the Internet inside New Zealand. The colours 
are based on ASNs.
 
The second shows connectivity between networks based on ASN and doubles as the index for the first. The 
colours are the same as in the device graph, the positions of the nodes are based on the positions of nodes 
within that network on the device graph, and the sizes of the nodes are based on the number of nodes within 
that network on the device graph. The scale is intended to be larger than shown here, in order for the labels to 
be more readable.
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